Using fine electromagnetic signals to measure observables of other fields like curvature and torsion of a space, and the corresponding value of their integrals of the action of perception of curvature through electronic signals that detect curvature on a curved surface, it is designed and constructed a sensor of curvature of accelerometer type that detects and curvature measures in 2 and 3-dimensional spaces using the programming of shape operators on spheres and the value of their integrals along the curves and geodesics in their principal directions.
Introduction
The construction of an electronic sensor with base in accelerometers as transducer is an instrument that makes possible to measure curvatures of solid bodies in the space [1, 2] . This promotes the development of systems applied to provide automatons with intelligence to execute accurate movements, between other technological and scientific applications that will be mentioned soon after. The design and construction of this sensor needs the recognition on the part of the accelerometer of the property of roundness of a surface or body, their perception of this roundness from the point of view of the signals of the sensor that the accelerometer will involve in their advance, and their aptitude to cause information in real-time, according to this perception as curvature of the surface or body (reading of the sensor). In our design analysis, we will consider like model of curvature, the obtained one by the Gaussian curvature, which involves from the mathematical point of view curvatures along geodesic, curves on surfaces and space, sections of curved surfaces and bodies in the space, considering the design of an operator of shape based at the beginning in the geometry of the sphere S 2 . Due to this there are no electronic instruments for detection and direct measurement of curvature, we can suggest the design of an indirect detector based on the concept of roundness sensor to detect curvature in regions near a curved surface or curved body. As the mobile moves on the solid surface, the device sensor of the accelerometer will perceive an angle between nearby points (with a step q n (= mm)), doing that, the curvature could be measured in angles. This establishes certain advantages as for the handling of the interface of programming of the information that throws the sensor and the demodulation of the proper electronic signals of the sensor to recognise angles according to frequencies corresponding to micro-voltages given in Mv [3] [4] [5] .
In fact the frequencies range is designed to record in information electronically codified the range of curvature established by the principal curvatures on a surface. In case of 2-surfaces, there are two principal directions on which there measures itself the maximum and minimal value of curvature of the surface determining their shape [6] . These maximum and minimal values for the curvature k, determine the interval k 1  k  k 2 [6] , on which we design the programming of our sensor.
The previous interval re-interpreted from the point of view of the energy of the sensor to detect these values considers the domineering energy condition (using the eigen-values k 1 , and k 2 , of the corresponding shape operator [6] [7] [8] 
curvature, A, is the area of the plate inside the accelerometer that detect curvature through their deviation, h, their mean curvature and the last integral correspond to the curvature energy employed by the accelerometer in their detection of curvature along the principal direction. Also we can use certain studies of the models of Gaussian and normal curvatures to determine through Hilbert inequality and based on certain bound of roundness obtained through the implementation of the spherical operator [9] , and using one particular case given by measurement for light waves contemplate in the Bulnes theorem published in ASME 2009 [10, 11] , the possible integral expression of the total Hamiltonian of electromagnetic energy, establishing a condition of domineering energy [11] , when there is curvature in the 3-dimensional space (that means, if the energy is given by this roundness censor, there is curvature measured like energy that makes the censoring appear and measured directly using positioned of the sensor device). This makes possible to us to obtain a curve of perception of curvature that measures the condition of domineering energy in the sensor to establish its position in the surface [12] , and this way to measure in every point of the surface their curvature.
The latter condition is somehow in a certain sense, in the mathematical context to the property of obstruction to the integrability of the field equations studied in theoretical physics but in a practical form (similar of engineering) who can serve to us to design a detector and curvature meter in the space, using theoretical hypotheses [9, 11] .
To realise curvature detection it is necessary to be sure, that the above mentioned property or observable comes from an intrinsic property of the shape of body in geometry, as a matter of fact, this is more important geometrical invariant and let us know all of a space or body.
Experimental Section
The experimental problem will consist in designing and developing a sensitive device to recognise curvature in round surfaces measuring the magnitude of roundness of these and their data encoding from voltage to curvature. Thus our device must be of type of accelerometer to recover in deviation information, the dynamic movements that cause the variations of round surfaces. We also wish that the signal of voltage keeps in the signaling process, doing that our system is of type LTI (Linear Time Invariant). In Figure 1 , we establish the corresponding circuit of our accelerometer.
The electrical resistance is considered to be a constant, without nevertheless the capacitance is variable and it is according to the angular position β, (inside the device) and of the time t. With base in the Kirchoff law for voltage , the integral equation is [13] : Figure 1 . In general, the accelerometers contain an onboard 2-pole switched capacitor filter [5] . A Bessel implementation is used because it provides a maximally flat delay response (linear phase) thus preserving pulse shape integrity [5, 8] . Because the filter is realised using switched capacitor techniques, there is no requirement for external passive components (resistors and capacitors) to set the cut-off frequency [5] . The surface z(x, y) = 1 + exp(-2y 2 )(2J 1-r, p (x, y)) + Y 1 -r, 1 -r (x, 2x), shows a 2-dimensional model of the filter that we use. This surface represents the domineering energy.
One considers β, constantly in a time t 0 . For effect of obtaining an output and an input variable, the transference function is obtained [13] . Thus applying the Laplace transform we have
In the domain of the time through the inverse Laplace transform it is had that:
In Figure 2 (e), it shows the time of sudden discharge of a capacitor, this must be like that since the variations must be instantaneous to be able to have electrical Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
JST signals that are processed to an analog or digital electronic system. Since we want to measure curvature through the ener s si f treatin gy transduction in mV, using the condition of domineering energy that exists in curvature given by Equation (1), we can consider the following equivalence table between the deviation measured on the curved surface and the output of domineering energy in mV (see Table 1 ).
Considering experiments in laboratory a continuou gn of voltage is had according to the time. This variation of continuous voltage allows to relate in real-time the position of the mobile system (see Figure 3) . This analogical signal is digitalised for effect o g by means of digital system position information in any application. Considering the sectional curvature on one geodesic of the curved surface, we have than in a point P, this is defined as:
where K, is the curvature and r, the radius of the osculating circumference in the point p. Let's consider an arbitrary direction where we realize a curvature measurement. The sensor advances on the geodesic correspondent in this direction. The circular section or corresponding osculating circumference is a section of the sphere S
2
, that we will program for the securing of other curvatures when it changes r. But thinking that the Gaussian curvature is the product of its principal curvatures we have that:
Considering the output voltage with pulse
we observe, that there is an osculatriz circular section in able 1. Standard table of measurements of the accelerthe point p, such that the product of principal curvatures k 1 k 2 , corresponds within a radius of the sphere that is detected, depending on the roundness perceived by the sensor, which we confirm in the graph for a point p, with = 50 cycles/second. In this ω quencies, said radius of sectional curvature is recognized by two directions of the principal curvatures through their Fourier transform Figure 4) . oves on the solid surface, so that  As the mobile m watching it in a transverse way that is a semi-circumference, the radius at the point p, and to any other p n , the measure is 10 centimeters, according to the designed pulse and given in the Equation (4), it is had that k(p n ) = 0.1.
With base in the Figure 5 , if the radius is a constant then it is possible to calculate total curvature in function of energy [12] . For this case is established degree angular displacements in degree, where the curvature length between the points q and p is given for (Figures 5 and 6 ):
Considering that for every value of θ, a sign of voltage is of curvature using the dy proposed the block diagram of an electronic circuit that realises the sum to obtain the total curvature indicated in the Equation (6).
Results and Discussion
The detection and measurement value of the integrals of a field interacting on the geometric pattern along their geodesic ones will be made on the signals of finite energy defined in [11] , and that they will code the information of curvature in a spectral space
(spectral range of frequencies) though t n in the frequency ω, that detects and measures curvature.
The corresponding design to our sensor obeys the st he signals give andards of design of accelerometers with capacity of namic perception given by the electrostatic force , is the basic charge given in tion of the milimetric potential V, the factor A = 4 2 , that there is the surface of the sphere of radius the unit S 2 (1), α, is the degree of the spherical map used in the transduction of the physical model to measure, which comes like a factor of electromagnetic adjustment of the sensor on the curved surface and the factor 1, is the positive charge generated inside the sensor (see Figure 7(a) ). This is equivalent to the product of the force for the square of the distance of separation between the plates sensors of the nucleus of the sensor, where one gathers the change of the load acctioning. The EDMC-sen (-func cording to the surface (negative load), and other gathers the charge invested in the process of detection (positive charge). The resultant deflection is measured by the accelerometer's control ASIC and a proportional output voltage results [1] . This procedure assures that both the mechanical (g-cell) and electronic sections of the accelerometer are fun sor is based on the emission of signals in two directions for the register of their g-cell curvatures of 2-dimensional surfaces. This way, the total curvature will come given by the information of the areas of shades and the geodesic information that sends the accelerometer (integral of line) to the computer (see Figure 7(b) ).
Theorem (F. Bulnes).
Let an accelerometer given by the device D, defined for their g-cell whose curvature energy to the case 2-dimensional is the bounded by the integral
 [12, 14] , where Λ, is an output electromagnetic factor from D, (to obtain curvature). Let S, the corresponding shape operator on S 2 (and their contours), that is to say, is that whose normal curvature is given for
Proof. Considering the condition of minimization of a geodesic segment on the length of a position p, up to a position arch q, of our sensor D, we have that of the osculating sphere (Figure 4(b) ) exists a polar circumference C ε , sufficiently near the geodesic γ, where the curvature measurement is realised in a principal direction [9] . Then it is necessary to satisfy that L(C ε )  L(γ), where the Equation (6) is their particular case to the design of our sensor.
But whose polar circumference C ε , with center in the point p, it is in fact an ordinary circumference of Euclidean radio r senθ, where the angle θ, it is the negligible arch length between the radio of the osculating sphere. We consider the bound given by the integral where Λ, to our sensor accelerometer type according to our experiments is a voltage factor [2, 14] . Then one integral that establishes our maximum of energy used in the detection and curvature measurement [2] (using the fact of that Work = Energy = F e  L) is:
where V p , is their peak-voltage or output maximum voltage. On the other side, applying the inequality L(C ε  L(γ), we can establish th or extreme given in the Equation (7) is a cond ion of curvature energy of majoring curvature given on a geodesic γ, if their longitude of curvature is the given by the Equation (6), to know:
where E k , is the curvature energy that is bounded for the energies originated from its geodesic and normal curvatures. In effect, considering that k(θ), is their normal curvature (this one is given for the polar circumference 
On the other side, if we consider the intermediate energy E, like the originated in voltage V 2 , then we obtain
We have to Little contours resulting of the variations of position inside from D accelerometer , (and in fidelity to their programming in S 2 ) that
Then the inferior extreme of E, is entirely subordinated to this studied level since
which gives us the integral
Observe that the intermediate term in last inequality is a function f(r), that can be deduced by the bound designed for Bessel functions in the energy of the g-cell device. Finally E k  E. This complete our demonstration.
In the case n = 3 (curvature to objects in the space or Copyright © 2012 SciRes. JST
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solid objects) the shades projected by the object are 2-dimensional, useful to calculated curvature for 3-dimensional objects through plane images in the two main directions as the one shown (two accelerometers). You can use a rotating system for obtaining of 3-dimensional image through a type accelerometer that sends the data directly to the microprocessor computational of the surface of the body or object like spectral signals
The Equation (11) encoded in curvature data (see Figure 8) . The accelerome ve a curvature senter will ha sor given for . The measure obtaining is gravity considere sign of the g-cell system in our sensor through S 3 . Also ob study related with optimization proves that the optimal surface in the development of an informatics dete this case informatics curvature detector) is an ellipsoid tending t e of light [9, 11] (13) and the information of deviations that detects the accelerometer can be obtained of equal forms for the installation of a rotating base th a device that reads the incidences of the rays reflected in igures 8(a)-(d) ). The recovering of all data given by the Equation (11) and re-interpreted by the Equation ( ) in the space (for example a 3-dimensional space) realizes through the in- micro-local structure of the space-time due to the interaction of particles of the matter and energy with diverse field manifestations. The matter is shaped by hypothetical particles that take as basic the background radiation of the space, which in the last studies due to QFT, SUSYtheory [16] and brane theory [16] , the strings are organised and tacked to form spaces of major dimensions represented by diverse particles of the matter as they are gravitons, barions, fermions of three generations, etc., shaping the gravity at quantum level, obtaining representa of the QFT, like for example the FR tions of the same one for classes of cohomology W-cohomology, which considers diverse symmetries of cylindrical and spherical type for the gravity modeling like a wave of gravitational energy "quasi-locally". Their integrals of action define a energy density (Hamiltonian) given for the gravitational case like [17] : One of the important ideas inside the study of the microscopic space-time there are the group representations of SU (2) , where one of which considering t mmetry is S 3 (sphere of dimension 3) [14] . In r the topological invariant of their 2-form ω 3 , given in     3 2 , 0 H SU R  , and whose cohomology in not null [14] , shows clearly that the gravity presence can be warned at least on the surface of this sphere, which can be considered to be a mini-twistor in the presence of gravity considering a ambitwistor space o W α ), to the microscopic space-time, where Z , are the fie actor G.
romeso so detour to the ball inside the device provokes stretch marks and waves on the surface of the ball, having the twistor model S 3 . The above mentioned undulations can be codified like curvatures of quantum level, since our ultra-sensitive sensor will be designed to detect quantum gravity (Figures 11(a) and (b) ).
Curvature Applica ion like Light Natural
A simple application (of ordinary type) on the curvature measurement through electromagnetic fields can happen in the design and construction of sensors of natural lighting to distribute the lamps light in ideal form arranged inside a building or house room. Likewise the curvature concept in this case appears like the obstacle of darkness that it wants to eliminate in an area of the building under a sensor of perception of lighting, which f couples (Z α , α lds of gauge nature (in this case electromagnetic fields) and the fields of particles of the gravity (gravitons), (that in this case is the background).
Based on it, and considering the value of curvature to be the contour deformation on a surface (initial idea created by relativity to understand curvature in a space-time surface [10, 14] ), at the same time that a field distortion created like an undulation in the space time for backreaction for photon propagation in the presence of gravity (see Figures 10(a) and (b) (using string theory) ), we can extrapolate this idea to the design of a type of accelerometer that can be connected to the devices of navigation of a traveling satellite by the space, where said accelerometer involves in their interior a sensor of ultrasensitive gravity based on a solid sphere S 3 , of material similar to a colloid, captured the changes of the weight of a liquid also of colloid type (perhaps of major density that of the ball S 3 ) due to the universal f We are basing in the design of a classical accele ter, respect to their g-cell component, to establish a senr of dynamical movements designed and proposed on a lid ball of colloid material inside other colloid media in the box of device (with more density than ball) such due to little variations of movements the colloid that make a
t Obstacle
Copyright © 2012 SciRes. JST discards the grade of high lighting (areas where it will not be necessary to illuminate for the existence of light of the exterior to the building) and that applies the lighting in the obscure areas (places where there are shades projected by obstacles that generate darkness).
Conclusions
The curvature is a geometrical and of field observable very difficult to define and therefore measuring in direct form. Nevertheless, it is the most important invariant of the form of a geometric body. The methods that we propose are based on the idea of measuring this one observable of field and geometric form through energy that can be defined oltages of output calibrated in microvolts and generated from an interface that relates grades of angular deviation to output voltages of a sensor with a Statellite endowed with device to measure curvature:
Nevertheless we coincide that the development of this type of sensors must be improved as for its sensibility of curvature perception which will have to be obtained through thinner and better signals calibrated in order to diminish problems of dispersion, directional adjustment of the accelerometer, process of transference of information of voltage recorded in curvature and the manipulation of the sensor to measure and to detect curvature. Also their application way: along this work we have type transducer accelerometer (see Figure 12 ). tw case 4-dimensional, there are considered to be three principal directions, and this way successively. To an n-dimensional body the curvature is calculated on (n -1) principal directions. This is because our design is based on Gaussian curvature.
proposed some idea with different types design and possibilities). With the development and improving of these sensors it will allow us to measure observable of field more complexes as the torsion and that have to do with the particles interaction in the physical case as well as the measurement of involution of the curvature in a body for the geometric case, that is to say, measure fields directly. For this geometric case the torsion measurement will be able to be applied to bodies charged with fields of diverse nature where in this case at ac echani
